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In the post-genomic era, with an ever-increasing amount of sequence information, it is critical to 1 
develop tools that assist in sifting through all the data to identify information amidst the noise.   2 
The last ten years have seen an explosion in DNA sequence data.  As of late March 2007, there 3 
were 921 genomic sequence sets in the NCBI database (with 495 completely sequenced 4 
genomes) (1).  With the continuing rapid expansion in genome data, it is becoming increasingly 5 
important to develop tools that assist in the rapid analysis of large numbers of sequences.  The 6 
ability to parse through large amounts of sequence data is vital as this allows us to identify 7 
patterns that can be used to predict functions for unknown open reading frames (ORFs).  8 
The two main steps in determining the functional sites in proteins are: (1) aligning a large set of 9 
homologous sequences and (2) analyzing this large file to identify highly conserved residues.  A 10 
great deal of software exists for generating a quality alignment (e.g. Clustal (2-4), Muscle (5, 6), 11 
T-Coffee (7-9), etc).  Although, historically computation time has been a limiting factor in 12 
aligning large files, with improvements in computer technology as well as in the algorithms, 13 
some of these programs are able to generate quality multiple sequence alignment (MSA) files 14 
very quickly.  Generating an MSA file is, however, only the first step in analyzing proteins.  The 15 
real goal is to allow genetic variation and natural selection to point us in the direction of 16 
important amino acid residues as evident in the degree of conservation and pattern of inheritance 17 
in phylogenetic trees(10).  Unfortunately there is no software able to quickly analyze large 18 
multiple sequence alignment files.  Most of the software that exists for post-alignment analysis is 19 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) based (JalView (11), SeaView (12), ClustalX (4)).  Although 20 
GUIs have several advantages, looking at large amounts of data and identifying important 21 
residues, is not one of them.   22 
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Once an MSA file has been created, it is important to be able to sift through it quickly to identify 23 
conserved residues that often mark functionally important protein features like enzyme active 24 
sites.  To this end, we have written PAL, a small highly customizable Perl script.  While the 25 
inputs and outputs are straight-forward (Figure 1) they can be looked at in a variety of ways to 26 
solve several problems faced by investigators as they analyze multiple sequence alignments: 27 
1.  Generating a high quality alignment is an iterative process.  It is important to include a large 28 
number of sequences in a multiple sequence alignment, but sequences that are too divergent can 29 
introduce noise that obscures gene function, while identical sequences offer no predictive 30 
benefit.  By analyzing the nearest.txt (Figure 1G) file, users can quickly identify which 31 
sequences should be removed before the next alignment cycle. 32 
2.  While enzyme specificity is evolutionarily flexible, novel chemistry is far more difficult to 33 
evolve and active site residues are predicted to be highly conserved (13).  Once the number of 34 
sequences being used has been trimmed down and the alignment is finalized, the files 35 
consensus.txt (Figure 1D) and nearconsensus.txt (Figure 1E) can be used to predict putative 36 
enzyme active sites.  These sites can then be verified experimentally using site-directed 37 
mutagenesis and enzymatic analysis approaches. 38 
3.  Although enzyme chemistry is difficult to evolve and reflected in highly conserved regions in 39 
a protein sequence, substrate specificity and protein-protein interaction surfaces are often sites of 40 
divergence between homologs.  Examination of the file letters.txt (Figure 1F), output by PAL, 41 
can be used to identify highly divergent regions that may be involved in specificity. 42 
4.  With very large protein families, it can be helpful to divide the sequences into smaller sub-43 
families for analysis.  By using the group.analysis option in the inputs, users can choose to 44 
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divide the full family into sub-families with different amounts of homology.  Each sub-family is 45 
then individually analyzed for conservation and divergence by PAL.   46 
The only input requirement is an alignment in fasta format.  Because of this, PAL can use any 47 
alignment software as well as manually edited alignments.  What makes PAL so powerful is that 48 
it is able analyze very large alignment files in a short period of time (Figure 2).  49 
The blessing of an ever-increasing amount of genomic data is also a curse that leads to large 50 
MSA files that are difficult to analyze using traditional graphical approaches.  In this paper we 51 
present a Perl script that assists in the rapid identification of important residues in large protein 52 
families.  With this software we have been able to identify a putative active site for a large 53 
exonuclease family containing over 300 members in less than 2 minutes.  The sample outputs 54 
shown in Figure 1 have formed the basis of ongoing work to understand the mechanism of the 55 
poorly understood ExoVII nuclease family of enzymes (Larrea A et. al., unpublished data). 56 
Software requirements and availability: 57 
All software described here is open source and freely available upon request.  Although all 58 
benchmarking has been done on a Mac, much of the programming was done on a Windows 59 
platform PC.  Since the software is written it Perl it should run the same across all platforms. 60 
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Figure 1.  PAL inputs and outputs  
(A) Table of inputs and outputs for PAL.  (B-G) Sample outputs from PAL analysis of an 
alignment with 345 sequences homologous to E. coli XseA (gi:16130434).  (B) Portion of 
names.txt.  Section shown only includes sequences numbered 181 to 191.  This file references 
sequence numbers to sequence identifiers.  (C) Portion of lettercnt.txt.  This file shows amino 
acid or gap occurence as a function of position along the alignment.  For example, the top line 
indicates that 285 homologs out of 345 contain a gap at position 181. (D) Complete output from 
consensus.txt.  This file lists residues that are 100% conserved among all 345 sequences.  These 
residues are likely to form the active site and work is underway to verify this prediction 
experimentally.  (E) Complete output from nearconsensus.txt.  This file lists positions that only 
include amino acids defined as similar in the near.match file.  (F) Portion of letters.txt.  This is 
an alternate form of the data shown in lettercnt.txt.  In this case each position along the 
alignment is listed with the residues found at that position in decreasing abundance.  For position 
181 in the alignment, a gap is seen most often, and Met is the next most abundant residue.  The 
region shown (position 181-190 in the sequence) identifies a putative loop missing in most XseA 
homologs.  (G) Portion of output from nearest.txt.  Matrix of each sequence, with the pairwise 
value to itself, and to every other sequence.  Pairwise values are obtained using the matrix 
chosen (in this case blosum62.mtx).  Top ten scores are shown. 
Figure 2.  Benchmarking PAL 
Benchmarking of PAL on G4 PPC and Intel C2D processors of alignments generated by 
ClustalW with either 145 or 345 sequences. 
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